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Happy days are
here again!
A wedding is a ceremony whereby two people

time and resources to do all the things that

are united in marriage, and irrespective of one’s

you’ve drawn up in your check list. So the current

ethnicity, religion or cultural background, it is an

restrictions are a blessing in disguise in providing

important social occasion that is taken seriously

the much needed respite and breathing space to

and celebrated in earnest, sometimes even lavishly.

plan the perfect dream wedding.

As they say, love conquers everyone and

With the progressive rollout of the vaccination

changes everything, so not even a pandemic can be

scheme and the gradual relaxation on social

an impediment when two people in love decide to

gatherings and venue re-openings, it will soon be a

tie the knot. It’s true that with the lockdown and

case of “happy days are here again!”

the social distancing rules, everything has to be
scaled down, but many couples have vowed that
the celebration has been merely postponed, and
definitely not cancelled.
If you’ve gone through the marriage planning
exercise, you’ll know that there is never enough
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O

ne-of-a-kind wedding at Watermark
Exchange wedding vows in a stunning 270-degree day-and-night panoramic view
of Victoria Harbour at Watermark, Central.

A

s the pandemic starts to recede, newlyweds-to-be will have
to face the hardest decision again – choosing the venue. For
those struggling with whether to hold their wedding indoors or
outdoors, Watermark, a popular wedding location, can lend a helping
hand!
Boasting a splendid view of the city’s signature Victoria Harbour,
the sought-after venue gives couples a perfect backdrop to capture their
precious moments, coupled with photogenic spots, delightful cuisines,
and flexible service.

Unparalleled 270-degree harbor view
Set in the famous landmark of Star Ferry Pier in Central, Watermark
is easily accessible by a short walk from the Central MTR station, taking
approximately 8 minutes.

a formal banquet for 150 diners to a 300-people cocktail
reception. With its high ceiling design, the main dining
room gives couples plenty of room for imagination in the
decor to realize their dream wedding. As for those opting
for a modern minimalist wedding, the original setting is
appealing as it is and needs little embellishment.

Elegant water feature and stone entranceway
Different from traditional ballroom designs,
Watermark’s dining room boasts two special features: the
elegant stone entranceway and a photogenic stairway.
On arrival, guests will be dazzled by Watermark’s
elegant stone and water features entranceway, and a sleek
interior of teak, marble and glass. Couples can choose to
put a small backdrop or photo wall at the entranceway,
offering guests the ideal spot to record their sweet
memories of the event. After guests have settled down, the
couple can make a grand entrance and greet them at the
30-plus-foot high stairway, receiving blessings and cheers
from their family and friends.

Delightful dining experience
Choosing a menu is something you need not worry
about as Watermark is well versed in wedding celebrations,
and can come up with brilliant suggestions. Just sit
back and let their Executive Chef lead his dedicated and
experienced team to prepare a gastronomic treat for you
and your guests.
Watermark offers a wide array of premium options,
including popular delicacies like fresh seafood and dryaged beef. Aside from formal lunch and dinner packages,
Watermark can also present more casual options like
sumptuous buffets and imaginative cocktails, allowing
couples and guests to move around and interact freely.

Watermark
Tel:
2108 4467
Email:
events@cafedecogroup.com
Website: http://www.cafedecogroup.com/

The 27-degree glass around the dining room allows couples to
exchange vows in the sunlight with a stunning Victoria Harbour view,
making it a dream venue that takes romance to a new height.
Alternatively, it’s also a perfect venue for tieing the knot in the
moonlight. Guests can immerse in the breathtaking night views and
glittering skylines of Hong Kong as they enjoy a delectable dinner. It all
makes for a night to remember.

Spacious venue with modern décor
As a banquet of up to 100 guests is allowed conditionally under the
newly launched ‘vaccine bubble’ scheme, Watermark’s dining room with a
maximum capacity of 150 guests fits the bill very nicely, indeed.
The elegantly decorated 3,300-sq ft dining room can accommodate
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Cjewelry
reating the wedding
of your dreams

Go bespoke with Niya K’s personalized service
and premium jewelry for the glittering essentials
that accent the depth of your love.

T

he Hong Kong-based jewelry brand Niya K specializes
in custom wedding rings and other jewellery, including
bespoke diamonds, gemstones and pearls offered at
amazing prices. Founded by second generation jewellers, Niya
K has a wide network of international diamond manufacturers
where they source high-quality, premium diamonds at the best
value.
Offering jewelry at prices comparable to online jewelers,
Niya K provides the added benefits of personalized service and
diamond viewing at their boutique showroom in Tsim Sha Tsui.
The personalized consultations for each client start with founder
and designer Niyati Kapadia herself, who will discuss with you to
understand your preferences – requirements on the stones, ideal
designs, budget, and more.
Once they get a thorough understanding of what you’re
looking for, you can choose from a selected array of options. In
terms of design, Niya K provides hand-drawn and digital sketches
to give you a clear idea of how the finished piece will look. All

the end products are finished to the highest quality.
Running short of time in your hunt for engagement rings,
wedding bands or wedding jewellery? Niya K is known in town
to meet some very tight deadlines, with delivery times as short as
10 days from the time the design is finalized.
Along with naturally-mined diamonds, Niya K also offers
bespoke pieces that can be made with lab-grown diamonds. Be
sure to check out the vast collections of ready-to-wear jewellery
on their website or at their boutique.

Niya K
Address: 905 Podium Plaza, 5 Hanoi Road, Tsim Sha
Tsui, Kowloon, Hong Kong
Tel:
9105 1516
Website: https://niya-k.com
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Say yes to a one-of-a-kind ring

For those planning to pop the important question to your special
girl, go for a unique engagement ring with an alluring vintage style.
My Princess
HK$8,380.00
This gorgeous vintage-inspired two-toned
diamond ring is not an ordinary illusion set;
it is set with numerous brilliant cuts with 3
princess cut diamonds in the middle.

T

he jewelry that is meant to be yours

More than a personal adornment that captures attention and admiration with its glitter and
sparkle, jewelry that comes with an exquisite, bespoke design reflects the wearer’s personality
and makes a wonderful statement.

A

s the founder and designer of INNATE, Ingrid Leung has
always had a strong passion for jewelry, but it was only
recently that she decided to turn this inborn devotion to
jewelry into a business.
Leung used to be in the cruising business, having established
a very successful agency named Incruising Travel Asia Ltd way
back in 2008. But the pandemic has hit the global cruising
business hard, and presented just the break she had been looking
for to chase her dream of launching her own jewelry brand last
year. “I’ve named my brand ‘INNATE’ which symbolizes my
innate affection for jewelry,” she explains. “And the first two
letters ‘IN’ are taken from the first 2 letters of my name, Ingrid. So
I have a strong obligation to live up to my name!”
Fascinated by jewelry of all kinds, from art deco to vintage
styles, she began crafting elegant and classic vintage-inspired
pieces of jewelry with natural diamonds and solid gold. “I like
to accentuate contrasts by mixing varying colors of gold as the
key elements in the designs,” she says. “INNATE is dedicated to
creating jewelry which owners are proud to pass down to the next
generation.”
A fanatical collector of an incredible array of jewelry, Leung
is fondest of vintage and antique jewelry which emphasize
symmetry, geometric shapes, and bold colors. During her cruising
agency days, she used to visit Europe twice or thrice a year and
took these opportunities to browse small antique shops and
jewelry markets in Paris, London and Amsterdam to check out on
old and new designs and gain inspiration.
Bearing the motto of ‘The Jewelry Meant to be Yours’ in mind,
Leung designs pieces that are girly, timeless and versatile. Infusing
vintage and trendy elements into designs that are wearable
whether by day or by night, she loves to play with colors by
mixing yellow gold and rose gold with white gold.
“For wedding rings, I like to use a lot of vintage stones and
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Diamond Candy

My Mini-Sweetie

HK$7,950.00
Reminding you of a candy, this marquise
shaped Art Deco-inspired ring is made
in two-toned gold. It gives an extensive
coverage to fingers while featuring milgrain
details.

HK$5,028.00
This ring features Princess cut blue sapphires
with round brilliant cut diamonds in the Art
Deco-inspired style. It is perfect for those who
want the best of both worlds.

special jewelry for your
A
big day and the rest of your life
Calling on all brides-to-be, invest in a statement piece that you can wear
on both your wedding and the rest of the days.

Ingrid Leung, founder and designer of INNATE

My Sunshine Leverback Earrings

milgrain to create a border around the outer edge of the ring
band to create a more personalized look,” she adds. “With a
judicious selection of various diamond shapes, such as baguette
cuts, rose cuts and princess cuts, you can add that Midas touch to
the design.”

HK$13,980.00
Add a bold and vintage touch to your total
look with this pair of sparkling diamond
earrings. It fits perfectly under the earlobe with
the dangling and dazzling effect in the most
secured way.

INNATE makes use of real karat gold and genuine gemstones
and diamonds instead of using plating where the gold colors
would fade and become tarnished. “For us, the major selling
point is we offer affordable luxury,” says Leung.

INNATE Jewelry
Showroom: Unit 901, 9/F, No. 12-16 Lyndhurst Terrace,
Central
Website:
www.innatejewelry.com
Tel:
6323 2060
Instagram: www.instagram.com/innate.jewelry
Facebook: www.facebook.com/innatejewelry

Art Deco Fantasy II Necklace
HK$10,370.00
This white and black diamond necklace
with an elegant pear shaped diamond is
a chic and mysterious update to a classic
diamond necklace on your wedding.

My Sunshine Necklace
HK$10,580.00
Pair My Sunshine Leverback Earrings with this
necklace from the same collection. Pick a chain you
like in either white gold or pink gold anytime you
wish to give it a different look. For those who want
a more trendy look, stack it with a gold or diamond
choker of your own choice.
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G
etting hitched in
awe-inspiring settings

Plan an unforgettable sunset proposal on the
lawn, an intimate ceremony in Pavilion Hall or a
grand wedding banquet in The Grand Ballroom
to create a truly unforgettable occasion at
Rosewood Hong Kong.

L

ocated at a prime Victoria Harbour waterfront location in
Tsim Sha Tsui, the ultra-luxurious Rosewood Hong Kong
occupies 43 floors of the multi-use Rosewood Tower, a
new landmark on the world-famous skyline. 8 restaurants and
lounges are complemented by recreational facilities including
Asaya, Rosewood’s integrated wellness concept.
The Manor Club executive lounge provides exclusive
privileges while The Pavilion, the brand’s signature residentialstyle meeting and function space, hosts corporate events,
conferences and social celebrations. The 186 luxury Rosewood
Residences have been designed for residents electing short and
longer stay rentals, with a dedicated private club, along with
special services and dedicated amenities.
The hotel offers a total of 11 venues across 3,200 square
metres, including multi-purpose galleries, The Orangery, Salons
and The Salon Kitchen. The Grand Ballroom is a luxurious,
pillar-free venue featuring a dramatic statement sky-fold
partition, where the expansive foyer leads to The Lawn, an
alfresco wedding ceremony space, perfectly framed by the iconic
harbour.
The Pavilion, on the other hand, offers superlative event
space with a warm ambience for couples to celebrate their
union in an intimate, luxurious setting. The versatile floor
includes the Pavilion Hall that overlooks Victoria Harbour.
With creative flair and warmth in abundance, the hotel
spearheads distinctive wedding services. Together with a team
of professional planners to weave personal touch into your
celebration. While the experienced culinary team will guide
couples on a gastronomic journey to design the wedding menu
of their dreams, they will also offer a delectable selection of
refined canapes, wedding cakes and elegant desserts to ensure
your celebration ends on a sweet note.
On top of that, Rosewood Hong Kong has well-established
connections with the city’s leading purveyors of floral design,
talented decorators, couture designers, photographers, and
other curators, ensuring that you receive exceptional, finely
curated service on your big date.

Rosewood Hong Kong
Website: www.rosewoodhotels.com
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ake your dream wedding last

a lifetime at Marco Polo Hongkong Hotel
With its prime location, professional banquet
service team and incredible array of elegant
venues, Marco Polo Hongkong Hotel is the
perfect place for couples to host their big day.

T

ie the knot in an urban oasis
ALVA HOTEL BY ROYAL’s contemporary design and green space are poised to
weave many intimate and romantic moments for lovebirds.

A

n urban oasis set amidst lush greenery and perched
on a unique riverside location in Shatin, ALVA HOTEL
BY ROYAL exudes a romantic and refreshing vibe that
fits perfectly into the current trend of minimalist and stylish
weddings.
The hotel’s ‘Lite-hearted All-in-one Wedding Package’,
covering wedding room, wedding ceremony and banquet,
is specifically designed for budget-conscious couples on the
lookout for a laid-back atmosphere and convenient, hassle-free
experience to organize their big day.

B

e it a dazzling Chinese Banquet or a grand western-style
ceremony, Marco Polo Hongkong and Gateway Hotels
offer unique venue options to turn your dream wedding
into reality.

The “Lite-hearted All-in-one Wedding Package” includes
one-night accommodation in an apartment with bridegroom
setting, 2-hour use of a decorated wedding venue for ceremony
and lunch or dinner banquet prepared by Yat Heen along with
other premium privileges, such as Wedding venue decoration
with wedding arch, ceremony aisle, registration desk and
Registrar’s Table. Hosted all in the hotel premises, the entire
procedure is going to be handled meticulously by a professional
catering team, which will definitely be smooth sailing for the
couple.

Located on the lobby level, the pillar-free Centenary Ballroom
accommodates a maximum of 30 round tables. Featuring soft
tones of golden-beige with crystal chandeliers, the luxury setting
makes for a wedding filled with glamour and refinement.
Bauhinia Room on level 4 is perfect for an intimate wedding
party of up to 12 round tables. Flooded with natural daylight
and equipped with its own electronic control panel, the room
overlooks the luxury shopping thoroughfare of Canton Road and
the historical building of Heritage 1881.

The banquet menus created by the Hotel’s dedicated catering
team are gastronomic masterpieces crafted skillfully with the
best ingredients that will for sure captivate the guests’ palate
with delectable highlights such as the Roasted Whole Suckling
Pig, Steamed Sabah Giant Grouper Served with Premium Soya
Sauce and Scallion Oil, and Braised 1/6-catty Abalone.

For couples looking for an outdoor wedding, the terrace of
Cucina Italian restaurant on level 6 ticks all the boxes. It is ideal
for a cocktail party under blue skies with stunning views of
Victoria Harbour.

Alternatively, couples can share their marital bliss with guests
at the contemporary and stylish function room in Gateway
Hotel. The outdoor garden terrace at Be on Canton provides an
enchanting setting for a wedding ceremony and cocktail party
during the day time.
The professional banquet service team has the required
expertise and resources to meet varying requirements and
preferences, ensuring the couples and guests can celebrate the
special occasion carefree.

Marco Polo Hotels - Hong Kong
Address: Canton Road, Harbour City,
Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon
Tel:
2113 0088
Website: marcopolohotels.com

Alva Hotel by Royal
Website: www.alva.hk
20
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C

reate everlasting memories

Showcasing all that the stunning hotel has to offer for soon-to-be-wedded couples,
Hotel Alexandra’s in-house Wedding Fair held on 21 March was a roaring success.

T

he Wedding Fair provides a one-stop solution for bride
and grooms to explore Hotel Alexandra’s spectacular
venues, special on-the-day package offers and to browse
a collection of selected wedding fashion and merchants to plan
their big day.

The event also saw a selection of renowned wedding
exhibitors showcase wedding essentials to tantalise guests’ senses,
including attire specialists Anovia and Urban by MODE, visually
captivating decorations from 101 Forest, professional MC and
photography services from MC Infinity and ByBen Group and
custom aroma scents from Parisine’s perfume bar.
Hotel Alexandra is situated gracefully along the North Point
waterfront, boasting an impressive 840 artisanal rooms and a
myriad of luxurious facilities. These include enchanting dining
outlets, a well-appointed fitness centre, an outdoor swimming
pool, 5 customizable meeting rooms and an impeccable grand
ballroom that offers door to door with an effortless drop-off on
the lobby floor.

22

littering jewelry that will
last a lifetime

On the lookout for precious stones to pledge your love? Diamond ICQ’s extensive collection
of rare GIA-certified diamonds is certain to impress your loved ones.

D

iamond ICQ boasts a dazzling inventory of more than
10,000 diamonds and thousands of design settings
for you to choose from. Its affordable premium
diamonds are sourced from over 5,000 suppliers worldwide,
and personalized to weave a personal touch into your wedding
memento.

A brand new design-led hotel, Hotel Alexandra intertwines
the affluent lifestyle of the Victorian era with personalised service
and amenities. As an attraction and entertainment marker for
people local and abroad, the awe-inspiring events and décor are
the highlights within the premises, coupled with vibrant seasonal
dining options that please the most eccentrically refined palettes.
The airy foyer with floor-to-ceiling windows leads through
tall engraved golden doors into the palace-like Grand Ballroom,
outfitted with a plethora of extravagant crystal chandeliers, and
intricately designed walls and carpeting. Adjacent to the foyer, the
charming lobby boasts vintage lightings, rich Victorian floor tiles,
and ornate accents.

G

aute Glitter

Jewellery care can make a world of difference in keeping your
heirlooms shining for generations to come, so it’s something
worth investing in. For that the boutique also offers professional
jewelry cleaning and renewal services.
Book your appointment with Diamond ICQ now to get
started!

From chic heart-shaped diamonds to classic emerald cuts,
once you’ve handpicked your diamonds you can start to build the
ring of your dreams. With the help of Diamond ICQ’s in-house
diamond experts, you will find jewelry shopping an enjoyable,
seamless and hassle-free experience.

Surrounded by a wide selection of local dining as well
as cultural and historical site seeing attractions, the hotel is
just a 2-minutes’ walk from MTR Fortress Hill Station, an
easy 10-minute commute from Hong Kong Convention and
Exhibition Centre, and 40 minutes away from the Hong Kong
International Airport.

Diamond ICQ

Hotel Alexandra
3893 2879
Tel:
catering@hotelalexandrahk.com
Email:
Website: www.hotelalexandrahk.com

Hotel Alexandra Hong Kong

We will source brand new diamonds for you at affordable
prices. Choose from thousands of ring settings to select your
perfect ring from solitaire ring settings, halo, trinity, to even
double halos are just some of the ring settings that you can
choose from. Come into our showroom to try engagement and
wedding ring settings on and see which one is made for your
beautiful ring finger. We also specialise in custom ring settings if
you would like to personally design and tailor make the perfect
ring for your special occasion wedding.

hotelalexandrahongkong

Address:

1101-2, Winfield Commercial Building, 8 Prat
Avenue, Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon, Hong Kong
Tel:
3956 5577
Whatsapp: 6688 7759
Facebook: Diamond ICQ
Instagram: diamondicq
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Hotel du Cap-Eden-Roc, Cap D'Antibes, France
Hotel du Cap-Eden-Roc has been hosting those
in search of the Riviera’s rare and delicious pleasures
every season since 1870. While the couples can make
an entrance by private launch, guests can make a
procession down the Grande Allée lined with candles.
The illustrious history of this glamorous, legendary
property adds to the distinction of any event.

A

round the globe

From secluded island resorts, heritage hotels to fine dining restaurants, these are some
of the best venues to hold a variety of unique marital commemorations.

Tugu Bali, Bali, Indonesia

W

Located on the shores of Canggu Beach,
Tugu Bali is a serene boutique hotel nestled
in mesmerizing ambiance. The main building
features distinctive architecture inspired by a
secluded village in Central Bali. Each of the
charming thatched suites is peppered across
lush gardens and lotus ponds – they are as
extraordinary as scenes straight out of a painting.
It’s an ideal place for your honeymoon or to
renew your wedding vows.

hen it comes to pledging your love or tying the
knot, be creative and let your imagination run
wild. Southeast Asia, for instance, is brimming with
alluring offers, given its rich heritage, cultural diversity, friendly
locals and picturesque landscapes. Elsewhere in Europe,
those who desire some old-time charm will be in awe of the
dreamy landscape and grand venues the continent has to offer.

Beau-Rivage Palace, Lausanne, Switzerland
Beau-Rivage Palace has all the right qualities for hosting
prestigious weddings. Each of the eleven event venues and
two reception rooms oozes their own charm, highlighted by
sophisticated interior design. The restaurants, bars and Cinq
Mondes spa offer plentiful opportunities to relax and unwind.

Manda de Laos, Luang Prabang, Laos

Royal Mansour, Marrakech, Morocco
Royal Mansour’s lounges and event rooms, which showcase
the breadth of Moroccan craftsmanship, have hosted some of
the most memorable weddings in Marrakesh. Exuding finesse
and romance, its splendor and magnificent décor are well-placed
for lovebirds to host a large-scale or intimate ceremony,

24

Manda de Laos restaurant, located in
the World Heritage city of Luang Prabang, is
enveloped within three beautiful lotus ponds
– a truly immersive tropical ambience. The
dining area overlooks this magical display
of lotus blossoms and floating lilies which
engenders changing magical atmospheres
throughout the day. Serving a luxurious take
on traditional Laos cuisine, it is a special place
for your marital commemorations.
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Belmond La Résidence
d'Angkor, Siem Reap,
Cambodia
J u s t a h e a r t b e a t away
from Angkor Wat, Belmond
La Residence d’Angkor is one
of Cambodia's most unique
event venues. Enveloped by
thick jungle and moments
from Siem Reap, it’s a dream
spot for any occasion, from an
intimate party to lavish jungle
wedding.

Rajbari Bawali, West Bengal, India
Opulent and historical, Rajbari Bawali is a
dreamy place for an Indian-inspired vow renewal
or a fairytale wedding. The 300-year-old GrecoRoman style heritage hotel has been superbly
restored, and reminisces both the British Raj
and the feudal lifestyles of Bengal's Zamindari
landlords. You’ll be enthralled by Bengal’s
traditional arts and crafts.

The Datai Langkawi,
Langkawi, Malaysia

Samujana, Koh Samui, Thailand
With sweeping views of the coral cove and
fringed with lush landscaped gardens, Samujana's
wedding lawns and spectacular villas are fascinating
venues to celebrate your special occasion with family
and friends. They offer a range of amazing indoor
and outdoor sites to suit your needs effortlessly.

26

The memories of your
wedding day will remain
among your most treasured,
w h e t h e r i t ’s a r o m a n t i c
celebration on the beach
or a traditional blessing.
The Datai Langkawi’s long
stretch of white-sand beach
is a captivating setting for
weddings, celebrations or any
other special events.
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HERMAN LAM

a
M ake
stunning entrance

Dance studio

Having survived wedding planning with your sanity intact, you still have
another important detail to handle: the first dance.

A

s a newly-wed couple, the first dance is
something to remember for the rest of your
life. The hunt for the perfect dance song can be
excruciatingly difficult. Some look for a song that best
describes their love; some want to dance to the same
song their parents did; some opt for the music that was
playing at a particular milestone moment. But the real
challenge starts when you take to the floor, the very
performance that will be watched by every guest, and
can be extremely nerve-wracking.
An ideal source of professional choreography help
is Herman Lam Dance Studio, an upscale venue that
offers classes in waltz, tango, salsa, jazz, rumba, as well
as other standard and Latin dances.
From music selection to personalized choreography,
the dedicated dance instructors guide every couple
through the entire process to ensure a successful, highimpact result. When you take your first steps as man
and wife, every dip, twirl and even lift is an elegant
gesture of confidence.

Remember, the dress matters too. Put on something
that is comfortable, allows movement and enables you
to make the dance memorable. On a side note, do not
wear your long draggy ceremonial dress to the dance
floor.
Finding the perfect dance with the right help allows
you and your lover to connect in the best way the
dance floor can offer. Securing an appointment with
the studio well ahead of the big day is recommended.

Herman Lam Dance Studio
Address: 1/F, Kai Kwong House,
13 Wyndham Street, Central
Tel:
9497 9904
Website: www.hermanlamdance.com

We can help......
We will help you select your song, dance, and custom
tailor a program designed specifically for you. Your
Wedding Day deserves to be unique. Come to create
the beautiful memories of your dreams.
WEDDING DANCE
We also provide professional instruction on Salsa,
Swing, Latin, Ballroom dances.

HERMANLAM
28

1F Kai Kwong House 13 Wyndham Street Central Hong Kong
9497-9904 www.hermanlamdance.com
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reamy bridesmaid dress perfect for every occasion

Redefining the bridal market, the British-founded TH&TH (To Have & To Hold) by three women,
presents the world with elegant, contemporary yet affordable gowns for life’s big moments.

W

eddings happen once in a lifetime. For most girls,
the bridal gown specially designed for the big
day would end up hanging in the back of their
wardrobe, which is an awful waste.
Taking inspiration from the timeless style of bygone eras
and fusing it with current bridal fashion, TH&TH delivers
premium dresses at an accessible price point that every girl will
love to have and hold forever.
The story of TH&TH started when the founders, Louie, Kitty
and Ping, met on the first day of their fashion design degree
course and bonded with the ultimate desire of creating their
own brand. After graduating, they each spent years within the
fashion industry, laying the foundation of this women-led
brand.
Failing to source a dreamlike and affordable gown for their
own wedding, this trio of best friends then set out to forge
a new path for the women who yearn for 'a modern take on
tradition’ when looking for bridal attire. In November 2016,
they founded the company and it has now evolved to be one
of the leading bridesmaids’ brands in the U.K.
Working with a trustworthy supplier’s team that the
founders have known for over a decade, the brand uses only
high-quality fabric and ensures that each dress can be worn
time and time again on different occasions.
Thanks to its exquisite designs, TH&TH has attracted
the attention of celebrities, influencers and fashion insiders
worldwide, including Camila Caril, Natalie Salmon, Laura
Weir, Donna Air & Alexandra Carello.
The brand’s latest campaign for pre-fall 2020, ‘Intwined’,
is a beautiful series that features the most emblematic and
signature pieces in their newest shades of Emerald, Pistachio
and Powder Blue.

30

To Have & To Hold
Address: Available at DBR Weddings,
2/F, 18 Wing Lok Street, Sheung Wan
(By Appointment only, 2815 4592)
Email:
Tel:

enquiries@thandth.com
9574 9785

Website: www.thandth.com
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nside out

Add a whimsical feel to your nuptial style
with Moschino’s spring/summer collection.

M

oschino creative director Jeremy
Scott believes that “as the world
seems to be splitting along the
seams, the bare inner workings of something
new will be exposed.”
Paying homage to the topsy-turvy world
we seem to be living in these days, Scott
has turned his clothes inside out for the
fashion house’s spring/summer womenswear
collection. Inner workings, which typically have
been kept hidden, are exposed to the light of day.
Featuring unorthodox silhouettes, edges,
seams, corsetry, boning, panels, darts and trims
take the place of traditional adornment. Pant
pockets flap freely, a zipper on a halter dress is
inverted, while dresses are carefully crafted inversely,
with tulle under-skirts extending beyond hemlines.
The color palette is now softened, diffused into
pale golds, princess blues, pea greens and pretty
pinks. A plume motif, seen intermittently,
reminisces the intimate Paris salon shows of
yore.
With typical Scott flair, the spring preview
was unveiled in film format, featuring
models created by Jim Henson’s Creature
Shop wearing doll-sized replicas walking
through rooms in a classic salon-style
fashion show.
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Stenzhorn
King Fook
In an extraordinary 3D design
featuring geometric elements,
this Twilight ring showcases the
diamond’s sparkle and beauty.

The Belle ring brings the
movement of flower petals to
life with the contrast of brilliant
white diamonds and rubies.

Cartier

Annamaria Cammilli

The Coup d'Éclat de Cartier Ring
featuring 18K yellow gold and
diamonds shakes up the grandiose
and traditional stone.

P

Based on the concept of a slender ribbon twirling
as if in constant motion, the SERIE UNO collection
gold diamond ring features a minimalist design
with one single diamond as its focal point

erfect rings
for perfect pair

Floral, symmetric patterns or brilliantly-cut diamonds?

GRAFF
The enchanting Spiral pavé
diamond band’s whirling
silhouette is set with scintillating
pavé diamonds.

FRED

The Horizon ring features a playful
band of micropavé diamonds that
adds gentle movement and playful
sparkle when worn.

Cartier
Unisex and graphic, the Love ring
seals your relationship within an
everlasting circle of love.

Utilizing polished double curves,
this ring represents the ties that
bind hearts and minds together.

De Beers
Buccellati
The Opera Gold ring brings forward a
subtle embracing of love interspersed in
an intricate structure.

Chaumet
The Joséphine Aigrette ring’s pearshaped, brilliant-cut diamonds
are slick showcase of jewellery
virtuosity.

Tiffany & Co.
This dazzling, intricate ring with brilliant
diamonds surrounded by golden X’s is the work
of French jewellery designer Jean Schlumberger.
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Innate
This Art Deco-inspired diamond ring is
unconventional and brings forth a vintage vibe.
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Annamaria Cammilli
Inspired by water’s sinuous movements,
the diamond necklace creates a unique
silhouette with undulating curves and
vibrant colours.

Mattia Cielo
The visual twist and shimmering
diamonds of this Rugiada
bracelet are modern flair that
adds an extra sparkle.

S

Chaumet
Intended for everyday wear, the Laurier
necklace heralds the return of summer.

Annamaria Cammilli

ummertime happiness

The sophisticated and elegant gold diamond
ring is the perfect match for today’s ladies’s
daring and dynamic lifestyle.

From vintage bracelets to sparkling diamonds,
these are the pieces to herald the warm season
Swarovski
The exotic Tropical Ring from
Swarovski’s latest Spring Summer
2020 collection sparks desire by
illuminating far-flung tropical
destinations.

Palmiero
Featuring a soft, ribbon-like
silhouette, the earrings are a stylish,
unique play of light and shadows.

Tiffany & Co.
The Victoria key pendant upholds an
intricate vine design and celebrates
the brilliance of Tiffany diamonds.

Swarovski
The Togetherness hop pierced earrings draws inspiration from the
timeless beauty of blooming magnolias to create a refined outlook.
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Swarovski
The stunning brooch dials up the glamour
and shines with pops of brilliant green and
gold-toned plate.

Cartier
This stylish ring that adds a modern
twist to the traditional engagement ring.
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Tiffany & Co.
Modern and dynamic, these necklaces
are crafted in brilliant gold and sterling
silver with resplendent diamonds.

odern bohemian

Add a contemporary touch to your nuptial style

King Fook
The Autumn Garden bangle featuring
diamonds in variants of golden orange
and citrus yellow evokes a mesmerizing
autumn sunset.

Cartier
The stark screws, oval shape and elegance
of the Love necklace are a timeless tribute
to passionate romance.

Swarovski
This bracelet sees gleaming stones lining the branches,
which creates an impressive sparkle that complements the
rhodium plating.

GRAFF
The multi-shape diamond tiara is a timeless
choice that celebrates the exquisiteness of
round and marquise diamonds.

Buccellati
With a floral motif, the sophisticated
Opera Tulle earrings showcase the use
of weightless gold and surrounding
glossy diamonds.

Buccellati

Cartier
FRED
The Delphine earrings feature solitaire
diamond and pavé diamonds for a
contemporary look.
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The wearer of this edgy ear cuff will
have a majestic panther curling up
behind her ears, whilst the hooped
earrings are inverted.

The Ghirlanda necklace
gleams like the stars with its
wreath-like shape made of
diamonds and silver gold metal
surrounding a heart diamond.

Chaumet
This contemporary tiara is a delicate
evocation of princess play in every little
girl’s imagination and far-flung memories.
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uscious Treats

T

he icing on the cake
for your big day

B

ake your wedding story
at Sugar Me Kissery

L

uscious Treats

A cake is invariably the centre of attraction in any celebration. Yet, it can be quite a challenge to
source a stunning cake that measures up to your requirements and meets your desires. Exercising
utmost care and devoting attention to every detail, Baking Maniac has, over the years, come up with
memorable bespoke creations that add pleasure to their clients’ special day.

I

f you’re looking for a unique wedding cake, Baking Maniac
has all the credentials to lend a helping hand. Run by a
mother-and-son team, Baking Maniac was founded in
2008 after the son, Ankrish, got his first order for a Christmas
party when he was only 12. Since then, the shop has evolved to
become one of the premium online cake shops in Hong Kong,
offering custom-designed cakes for wedding, business events and
all kinds of celebrations.
Every cake is freshly baked in their licensed kitchen with
quality organic ingredients sourced across the globe. The shop
provides a comprehensive array of cakes and desserts that meets
varying demands, including cupcakes, naked cake, a detailed
fondant creation, and more, customizied over 40 delicious
flavors. Additionally, there is an extensive selection of gluten-free,
eggless and vegan recipes to cater to specific requirements.
Even before the big day, you can wow your family and friends
by replacing the traditional invitation cards with Baking Maniac’s
smashable chocolate heart that comes with a personalized card
inside. You can also create a sweet welcoming atmosphere with
Baking Maniac’s 'Pick A Pop' wall which consists of a variety of
decorated cake pops in different flavors - perfect for wedding
guests to enjoy at the reception. What’s more, these playful and
fancy desserts taste as good as they look!
In addition to providing delicious cakes and desserts, Baking
Maniac also offers an 1,800-sq ft venue to host any significant
event, such as a birthday party, bridal shower, baby shower,
corporate team building workshop, helping customers to create a
warm and unforgettable experience.

Baking Maniac
Address: 5C, 40 Wong Chuk Hang Road, Kwai Bo
Industrial Building
Email:
bakers@bakingmaniachk.com
Tel:
6699 8093
Website: bakingmaniachk.com

Planning a wedding takes time and creativity. For many couples, picking a wedding cake can
often be a sticking point in their plan. With its motto of ‘We Bake Stories’, Sugar Me Kissery
strives to offer a personalized, one-off sculpted cake to tell the unique story of the couple.

P

laced at the reception or the center of the wedding venue,
the beautiful full-scale wedding cake is symbolic of good
luck, blessings and future prosperity. But to Sugar Me
Kissery, a wedding cake is more than a symbol of felicity; it is a
piece of edible art to bring out the couple’s love story.
Founded in 2013 by the award-winning sugar artist Shirley,
Sugar Me Kissery offers bespoke cakes that are designed to be
elegant and chic in aesthetics while perfectly accomplishing both
flavor and style. In her previous profession as an architect, Shirley
was trained to create meaning, form concepts and build human
relationships, all of which enables her to apply the knowledge to
the design of sculpted cakes.
With an aim to cheer up everyone’s busy and stressful life with
a touch of sweetness, Sugar Me Kissery offers an array of custom
cakes and desserts to bring excitement to every celebration,
including bespoke birthday cakes, cupcakes, pastries and classy
treats, and more. Everything that’s baked is made from scratch
with quality ingredients and classic flavors.
The shop is happy to take custom orders for parties, weddings
and special occasions. Simply fill out the online form with your
request and personal story, and the passionate team will then
tailor-make a special WOW cake just for you!

Sugar Me Kissery
Address:
Tel:
Email:
Website:
40

Solo, 83 Bedford Road, Tai Kok Tsui
6110 8967
info@sugarmehk.com
www.sugarmehk.com
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6

or the bride
A mix of opulent and hip presents
to pamper the ladies

1

2

3

4

5

7
8

9

10
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1 Loewe

4 Shanghai Tang

Postal La Series Small Bag, at
www.loewe.com

Ginger Flower Mini Scented Candle Set,
at www.shanghaitang.com

2 Christian Louboutin

5 Coach

Loubirouge So Rouge lipstick, at
www.asia.christianlouboutin.com

Signature Heart Floral Script Print Toen Tote, at
www.coach.com

6 Aesop

9 Armani/Fiori

The Chance Companion hand
and body care favourites, at
www.aesop.com

Blue Rose Hydrangea wedding bouquet, at
www.armani.com

7 Cartier

10 Swarovski

Santos de Cartier Skeleton watch, at
www.cartier.com

Togetherness Smartphone Case with
Bumper for Iphone® 11 Pro Max, at
www.swarovski.com

3 MoMA

8 Michael Kors

Lovebox Messenger, A tactile alternative
to ring and text tones on smartphones, at
www.moma.org

Monogram Patchwork Shoulder Bag, at
www.michaelkors.com
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